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1. Introduction: a recurrent modern spirit
In 2016, a few months before he was chosen to be the British Secretary of State for Exiting
the European Union, David Davis wrote online:
When people arrive in the UK the general response is one of welcome, certainly where those
arrivals embrace our national values of freedom under the law and mutual tolerance. Newcomers can be successfully absorbed, but it does take time to build this national ‘esprit de
corps.’ […] And without it, community cohesion suﬀers. And that feeds the double
headed monster of extremism and intolerance.1

This association of ‘esprit de corps’ with national spirit had previously been made in a
public speech by French Front National President Marine Le Pen, who related it to the
‘innate sense of duty [sens inné du devoir] and of sacriﬁce’ manifested by ‘those who
have incorporated the love of the fatherland [ceux qui ont l’amour de la patrie chevillé
au corps].’2
The myth of a national esprit de corps is an old – and as we will see deviant – denotation that was inoculated into political discourse in the second half of the eighteenth
century by French nation-builders: journalists,3 magistrates,4 lawyers,5 revolutionary
deputies of the États-Généraux,6 or essayists.7 As we will examine, patriotic esprit de
corps ideals were also emulated by British and American speech acts in the end of the
eighteenth century.
However, ‘esprit de corps’ was in its anterior political utterances all but national: it was
ﬁrstly used by the Enlightenment Philosophes and their English readers to speak of particular and intermediary bodies, deemed potentially anti-national and anti-patriotic in
their interests and practices. Esprit de corps suggested a form of groupthink, a cognitive
uniform generated by a stubborn and unfair adherence to a speciﬁc society, potentially
dangerous for national cohesion. The phrase (‘esprit de corps’ or sometimes ‘esprit du
corps’) was used in this context by Montesquieu,8 Rousseau,9 and most notably by
d’Alembert in the Encyclopédie:
Societies or particular groups within a people are to a certain extent little nations surrounded
in a bigger one. They are like a graft, good or bad, implanted on the main trunk. Thus, these
societies usually have a special quality, sometimes referred to as esprit de corps.10 [Les
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sociétés ou corps particuliers au milieu d’un peuple, sont en quelque manière de petites
nations entourées d’une plus grande : c’est une espèce de greﬀe bonne ou mauvaise, entée
sur un grand tronc ; aussi les sociétés ont-elles pour l’ordinaire un caractère particulier,
qu’on appelle esprit du corps].11

Even prior to its political use, ‘esprit de corps’ was originally a French military term
designating a regiment’s speciﬁc pride and inner solidarity, as attested by Rousseau,12
Saint-Simon,13 or Poullain de Saint-Foix.14 Altogether, the phrase, in all its multifarious
denotations, has played an undervalued and ambiguous role in deﬁning moments of
modern Western history, such as the French Revolution, the United States Declaration
of Independence, Napoleonic imperialism, British colonialism, the World Wars, the rise
of administrative nation-states, the deployment of individualism and corporate capitalism.
All aspects cannot be narrated here: this article will focus on how the signiﬁer ‘esprit de
corps’ became in the UK and the USA an important polemical idiom of the eighteenth
and nineteenth ‘intellectual vernacular language, […] expressing political ideas’15 that
would eventually nourish the semantics of nationalism with implicit bellicose intentions.
It is these antagonistic and war-minded denotations that we must not forget to hear
behind the apparently seductive contemporaneous calls to national esprit de corps.

2. Borrowing from French: linguistic observations
A migration of words from French into English was not rare in the eighteenth century:
‘From the mid sixteenth century onwards the proportion ﬂuctuates either side of 5%,
reaching its highest point in the second half of the eighteenth century [9%]’.16 French
was still
widely viewed as the language of humanity […] By virtue of the doctrine of translatio imperii
et studii, France was seen as the heir to the Roman Empire, and French was viewed as the
legitimate successor to the ancient universal language, Latin.17

Of this linguistic inﬂuence, the idiomatic phrase ‘esprit de corps’ is a perfect model: it
rapidly and sustainably disseminated in several European languages. In most of these it
was slowly domesticated and replaced in the nineteenth century by local loanwords, for
example kåranda in Swedish, anda meaning spirit and kår meaning corps; or Korpsgeist
in German, on the same principle.18 In English, however, ‘esprit de corps’ persisted talis
quails: the signiﬁer is an exact importation from the donor language into English, morpheme by morpheme. This is what linguists call a ‘foreign-idiom’, an extreme version
of a loanword, because of its untranslatability.19 In the terminology of translation
studies, a borrowed word can either be ‘domesticated’ or ‘foreignized’.20 While domestication implies that the word or expression is modiﬁed to suit the host language (for
example career for the French carrière, or account for compte), foreignization supposes
a stricter ﬁdelity to the donor language, perhaps ‘in order to keep a kind of exotic
ﬂavour’.21
Such linguistic exoticism is not only motivated by aesthetic preoccupations, but also by
its ability to convey a feeling of self-distinction:
One of the main incentives for borrowing words is the prestige of the donor culture. That is,
words are borrowed not (only) for lack of the term in the borrowing language but in order to
express expertise, educational standing, modernity, economic success, cultural superiority
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[…]. Pronouncing a loanword with its foreign sounds intact could indicate aﬃliation with the
donor culture even more strongly.22

It is also probable that the use of a French signiﬁer helps to reinforce in English the
impression of a semi-magical superior virtue carried by some human ensembles.
Among the authors who reﬂected on the phrase ‘esprit de corps’, writer George Orwell
noticed a correlation between national imperialism, alienation through conformity, and
esprit de corps, as shown by his reference to the ‘ﬁve chief beatitudes’ of the ‘true gentleman’ in the novel Burmese Days:
Keeping up our prestige
The ﬁrm hand (without the velvet glove)
We white men must hang together,
Give them an inch and they’ll take an ell, and
Esprit de Corps.23

Burmese Days described the white colonial society of Upper Burma and was an early prototype for the critical description of the ruling elite of Oceania in Nineteen Eighty-Four.24
To a certain extent, the colons were themselves mentally colonized:
Imperialism’s code was pervaded by the sense that no one was irreplaceable and by the belief
that all whites must follow in the same way the same code of behaviour […] Any deviation
might encourage the ruled to question the infallibility of the rulers, and (more dangerously)
cause the rulers to question their own infallibility. The assumption of replaceability, together
with the mandatory esprit de corps, often created an overwhelmingly feeling of being totally
submerged by a changeless conformity – even if one was only slightly deviant from the
norm.25

‘Code of behaviour’, ‘replaceability’, ‘conformity’, ‘mandatory’, ‘norm’: this semantic ﬁeld
is related to what was named, after Max Weber, the ‘iron cage’, in which esprit de corps
was a form of domestication that created an internal police, where each member of the
group became interested and active in the regulation and control of the community to
which they belonged, a form of alienation that is sometimes called today ‘institutional normative isomorphism.’26
Recent studies in cognitive sociolinguistics indicate that ‘necessary’ loanwords, viz.
ﬁlling a lexical gap, tend to persist more successfully over time than ‘luxury’ loanwords
introduced as an alternative for an already lexicalized concept.27 If this is true, the persistence and thriving of ‘esprit de corps’ in modern English would indicate that it is a necessary expression with no exact or previous equivalent in the host language. It is also possible
that the English equivalent may be somewhat enclosed within the French signiﬁer: there is
for example in English a phonetic identity between corps and core, and one of the earlymodern meanings of core in English was precisely ‘a body of individuals’, itself derived
‘from French corps’:28
It [core] is used by Bacon for a body or collection (from corps, French; pronounced core.) He
was more doubtful of the raising of forces to resist the rebels, than of the resistance itself; for
that he was in a core of people whose aﬀections he suspected. Bacon, Hen VII [1621].29

The 1828 edition of the Webster’s Dictionary gave ‘a body’ as a deﬁnition of core, but
added in square brackets: ‘not used’, since by then a more common use of core was ‘the
heart or inner part of a thing.’ Nevertheless, a simple Google-search on the expression
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‘a core of people’ still retrieves today more than 300,000 results, often recent utterances, in
the sense of a group of people. I believe the ambiguities of meaning heard in core and corps
between body, group, platoon, heart, and the idea of a central and foundational kernel,
partly explains the success of ‘esprit de corps’ in English. To this we can add the fact
that esprit and spirit are not distant orthographically, and therefore easily intuited by a literate reader.
The rapid dissemination of ‘esprit de corps’ in everyday language was also facilitated by
English usages of the term corps to designate a group of armed men since at least the
seventeenth-century.30 The military meaning of corps was elevated to the dignity of
poetry as early as 1705, when Joseph Addison celebrated the English victories of John
Churchill, Duke of Marlborough: ‘In Heaps the Rolling Billows sweep away | And into
Scythian Seas their bloated Corps convey.’31 Using ‘esprit de corps’ in a sentence was
also for native English speakers an indicator of social distinction:
Only the reﬁned language was capable of expressing intellectual ideas and worthy sentiments,
while the vulgar language was limited to the expression of the sensations and the passions.
[…] ‘The vulgar and the reﬁned’, ‘the particular and the general’, ‘the corrupt and the
pure’, ‘the barbaric and the civilized’, ‘the primitive and the arbitrary’, were socially pervasive
terms that divided sensibility and culture according to linguistic categories.32

As we will now examine in more depth, ‘esprit de corps,’ even more so in English than in
French, was a semiotic tool of the ruling-class. Its enunciation signiﬁed not only a good
education and an elitist ethos, but also a political domination.

3. Birth of ‘esprit de corps’ in British English
Bilingualism was a privileged vector for the migration of words or expressions: ‘Bilinguals
are typically assumed to be the agents of borrowing, the ones who use loanwords regularly
and thus introduce them to the speech community.’33 French was read dans le texte by a
solid portion of the English literate population: from 1751 to 1800, there were almost as
many editions of French language manuals published in Great Britain (423) as in the rest
of francophone Europe – 549 altogether for Germany, Italy, Spain, Flanders, and
Sweden.34 One of these privileged bilinguals, perhaps the ﬁrst to use ‘esprit de corps’ in
writing, was a friend of Voltaire, Lord Chesterﬁeld.
On 26 June 1755, Philip Dormer Stanhope, 4th Earl of Chesterﬁeld, sent from Blackheath, London, one of his regular letters to his friend Richard Chenevix, bishop of Waterford. In it, referring to ‘all churchmen of any religion’, Chesterﬁeld wrote:
Un esprit de corps is too apt, though I believe often unperceived, to bias their conduct and
inﬂame an honest, though too intemperate, zeal. It is the same in every society of men; for
it is in human nature to be aﬀected and warped by example and numbers.35

Esprit de corps, rather than being a graft, was here compared to an inherent propensity of
human social nature, the distortion produced by collective affects on individuals. This
speech act was altogether faithful to the French early political uses of the phrase, which
qualiﬁed particular bodies or relatively small societies rather than states.
Since his studies at Cambridge in the 1710s, Chesterﬁeld travelled often, mainly in
Paris. He frequented the society of men of letters in Paris. ‘He was a great admirer of
French manners, culture and taste. […] He was on familiar terms with […] Voltaire’.36
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It is probable that by 1755 Chesterﬁeld had read several pages of the Encyclopédie and in
particular its anticlerical mentions of ‘esprit de corps’. As for Chenevix, understanding the
phrase was eﬀortless, since he ‘was of French extraction, his parents having left their native
country on the revocation of the Edict of Nantes.’37 Voltaire’s inﬂuence on the migration
of the term (including with its initial ﬂuctuation between de and du) is conﬁrmed in the
English translation of his inﬂuential Essai sur les Mœurs: ‘There is what we call the esprit
du corps* that animates all societies.’38 The translator’s footnote [*] read: ‘The French give
this name to that aﬀection, which individuals have for the society, of which they are
members.’ In this somewhat benign deﬁnition, esprit de corps became an understandable
universal gentle feeling, almost familial, an aﬀection felt by each individual, rather than a
threatening quality of the group considered as a corrupt whole. The English process of
naturalization and positive valuation of social esprit de corps was on its way, but it
would be competing with French-inﬂuenced critical views until the end of the eighteenth
century.

4. Particularist or anti-national aspects of esprit de corps
In English as in French, the hyperbolic idea of a national esprit de corps had to be formulated against previous antinational uses. The latter were still very familiar to British and
American readers in the last years of the eighteenth century. An English translation of
Mirabeau claimed, for example, in the name of liberty and ‘public spirit’: ‘Let us steer
clear of caprice, of envy, of the esprit de corps, that destructive bane of all sociality.’39 Mirabeau explained that ‘the esprit de corps, and the jealousy of diﬀerent orders in the state,
support despotism.’40 Esprit de corps for him was not natural, but cultural, artiﬁcially produced by a dynastic regime that followed a divide and rule strategy. Esprit de corps was
anti-republican.
In 1792 was printed in London a precocious History of the Revolution of France which
gave support to the conception that esprit de corps was unavoidable but still despicable. It
was translated from deputy Rabaut Saint-Etienne, a leader of the French Protestants who
was to be guillotined in 1793. In a chapter that dealt with the États-Généraux of 1789, he
wrote:
Several of the members, the young magistrates particularly, had a real aﬀection for liberty:
they were sincere in demanding the convocation of the States-General: but the old magistrates had no other view in it, than the increase of their own power. […] None had really
the public good at heart. It was necessary to save the State, and each was attentive to
nothing but his own interest. […] Vain had been the hope […] that this Assembly would
assume the complexion of the national opinion: it was almost entirely composed of
persons enjoying privileges. The Esprit de Corps presided in it, the Esprit de Corps prevailed
in it.41

This quasi-personiﬁcation of esprit de corps presented the phenomenon as an historically
powerful anti-democratic force. Striking was the opposition between an idealistic lexicon
of feeling, ‘real affection’, ‘sincere’, ‘heart’, versus the lexicon of real agency: ‘power’, ‘interest’, and ‘esprit de corps’.
London newspapers of the time also hosted the phrase in its critical political form, for
example The World in 1788, or The Oracle in 1789, as well as across the British Empire, for
example in 1793 in the Bombay Courier.42 In Calcutta, a committee wrote a petition on the
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behalf of the British inhabitants of Bengal, Bahar, and Orissa: ‘The Esprit du Corps which
animates the Professors of the Law, and leads them to promote and maintain the Interests
of the Profession in preference to all other Interests, is a Principle which may be prejudicial.’43 Other documents speciﬁcally correlated esprit de corps with the Bar, because
‘success in this ﬁeld was dependent upon some measure of patronage and favour.’44
The independence of the lawyers was perceived as ambivalent, both internally and externally: ‘Advancement to the elite was actually controlled by a combination of extra-professional patronage and aristocratic politics.’45 Was esprit de corps a professional rather
than national phenomenon? This was assumed by philosopher Jeremy Bentham: ‘The
French expression, esprit de corps, for which as yet there seems to be scarcely any name
in English, might be rendered […] by the terms professional spirit, professional attachment, or professional zeal.’46
But the French expression also served in England to refer to the superiority of a class or
cast. ‘Esprit de corps’ could qualify a gentry’s sentiment of being high above the middle
classes:
There is, among the more elevated classes of society, a certain set of persons who are pleased
exclusively to call themselves […] the ﬁne world. They have laws, immunities, privileges, and
almost a language of their own; they form a kind of distinct cast, and with a sort of esprit du
corps detach themselves from others, even in general society, by an aﬀectation of distance and
coldness; and only whisper and smile in their own little groups of the initiated; their conﬁnes
are jealously guarded, and their privileges are incommunicable.47

This manual on female education emphasized the use of ‘esprit du corps’ rather than
‘esprit de corps’ – not incorrect since the author was speaking of the speciﬁc spirit of a
given social body.
More sarcastically, the Philosophical Reﬂections on the Late Revolution in France
suggested that ‘the ﬁghting casts are compelled to eat ﬂesh […]; otherwise they would
soon lose their courage and the esprit de corps, and merely degenerate into the tameness
of mere citizens.’48 The author, a former Irish oﬃcer in the British army and a Member of
Parliament at Westminster, suggested that the French ‘universal democracy’ project, by
destroying singular forms of esprit de corps, would create a domesticated and subservient
population of fragile nationals. In passing, the reader might note that this type of antidemocratic critique and defense of class esprit would be half a century later famously
revived by Tocqueville.49 In today’s language: we might be ghostly spirits wandering in
‘zombie’ democracies.50

5. National versus anti-national political uses esprit de corps in the UK and
the USA
Can esprit de corps become a national quality of cohesion? Its elevation to the scale of the
nation in English was practiced as soon as 1779 in a clear and depreciative letter written by
a British lieutenant who visited France:
Every society of human beings, be it a nation, a corporation, or a company, we know will act
with a certain secret esprit de corps, or bias towards its own interests, against all mankind; and
in a manner more unjust and unfeeling than individuals: and every corporate body, if not
controlled, would tyrannize over all the rest. Hence the great diﬃculties of regulating the
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lesser bodies, of which the great one, the nation, consists; and of forming a system of government, wherein the diﬀerent parts may not combine against the rest of the community.51

This deﬁnition conﬂated the naturalistic point of view (‘every society of human beings’),
the national scale (‘be it a nation’), and a holistic or monist perspective according to which
a group could behave in an autonomous way, different (and more dangerous) than the
sum of its individual parts.
Jardine, although he was an oﬃcer of the British army, did not deﬁne esprit de corps as
a military device per se, but he did link it to an antagonistic tendency for conquest and
violence. He then proceeded to suggest that ‘the best and most durable form of society
is probably that which consists of the most complete system of mutual control:’52 a
system of checks and balances, a plurality of power groups, mutually surveillant, would
be the best rampart against tyranny. Albeit psychologically enlightened, this was a discourse about Britain’s superiority over other European nations. Although critical of
esprit de corps, Jardine did not propose its eradication, because the behaviour was seen
by him as insuppressible by nature. What was needed, suggested Jardine, was a state-controlled form of esprit de corps, a civilized and regulative meta-community. This idea was
probably a reminiscence of the Leviathan, where following a bodily metaphor, Hobbes had
deﬁned ‘systems’ as human groups ‘joined in one interest, or one business’, which he compared to the ‘parts, or muscles of a body natural’ that should be ‘subordinate to a sovereign
power’ or ‘commonwealth’.53 For Hobbes, societies could sometimes be unlawful, like factions, secret cabals, and then they were like ‘evil humours’ or diseases.54 When lawful and
regular, societies resembled a family – yet even in families, law should be above patriarchal
authority.55
In the newly born United States of America, the oﬃcial discourse on esprit de corps
reproduced the ambivalence of French utterances. More often than not, the phrase –
which in today’s American often means team spirit – was still employed pejoratively to
qualify unfair partisanship and biased communities of interest, even if some authors
called for a supra-esprit de corps, an American sense of honour, superiority, and cohesion.
National pride and xenophobia were never too distant: the Philadelphia Review proposed
that such national pride was not only inspired by ‘the Roman Republic’ as was the French
revolution, but also a matter of domestic protection against ‘foreign inﬂuence’:
It is impossible that the honor of a nation should be dear to its citizens, or be much respected
by strangers, as long as the rights of citizenship are too easily obtained; wherever this esprit de
corps, this national pride (however ridiculed by cosmopolites) is wanting, public spirit and
the patriot virtues will be fought for in vain.56

Cosmopolitanism was at that time – as it still is today – a threatening enough idea for those
who wanted to give ‘the fact of being American a special salience in moral and political
deliberation, and pride in a speciﬁcally American identity and a speciﬁcally American citizenship a special power among the motivations to political action.’57
The city of Philadelphia hosted in 1787 a constitutional convention presided by George
Washington, a gathering of ﬁfty-ﬁve men that culminated with the promulgation of the
US Constitution. The brieﬁngs and records of the Convention show various mentions
of ‘esprit de corps.’ Roger Sherman, delegate of Connecticut, thought it should and
could be avoided:
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Our people are accustomed to annual elections. Should the members have a longer duration
of service, and remain at the seat of government, they may forget their constituents, and
perhaps imbibe the interest of the state in which they reside, or there may be danger of catching the esprit de corps.58

One year of common work before a renewal of elected staff was considered an ideal limit to
avoid the formation of in-group bias.
Esprit de corps, often discussed at the highest oﬃcial level during the Founding Era, was
still often related to a quest for political impartiality, à la Encyclopédistes. Thomas
Jeﬀerson, while in oﬃce as President, advocated in a letter to the Secretary of the Treasury
the ethical principle of regular rotation in the nomination of bank directors: ‘It breaks in
upon the esprit de corps, so apt to prevail in permanent bodies; it gives a chance for the
public eye penetrating into the sanctuary of those proceedings and practices.’59 French
ideals of republicanism were familiar to the Founding Fathers and their collaborators.
In 1794, Edmund Randolph, the new Secretary of State and former First Attorney
General of the USA, published a pamphlet composed of thirteen political letters ‘to the
Citizens of the United States’ under the pseudonym of ‘Germanicus, a gentleman in
Paris’, in which he called for popular meetings where ‘the esprit de corps, which leads
men, even in opposition to their particular sentiments, to espouse and enforce particular
measures, will be an absolute stranger.’60
In the British House of Commons, contradictory utterances of ‘esprit de corps’ were
also registered on several occasions, but with a clearer nationalist propensity. In 1777,
for example, Charles Lennox, Duke of Richmond and also a military oﬃcer, declared at
the Parliament: ‘I belong by much stronger ties to the nation, than to the army; and I
hope the esprit de corps of an Englishman is still more prevalent in me.’61 Two forms
of esprit de corps were here implicitly accepted: the military and the national. Lennox,
who as Duke of Aubigny was also a Peer of France, and had been British Ambassador
Extraordinary in Paris in 1765, meant that his defense of the withdrawal of British
combat troops from America served the UK’s interests, and that even a military professional could understand the long-term beneﬁts of commerce as a sublimation of war
by other means.
In 1779, a sovereign national form of esprit de corps was defended by MP James Martin
in a speech in which the cronyism of the members of the Parliament was criticized:
I may be allowed, Sir, to adopt a French military expression; I think we, as members of the
British senate, want what they call l’esprit de corps; we have not that noble enthusiasm which
should animate the representatives of the majesty of the people. Indeed, Sir, it is not to be
wondered at that we should want that enthusiasm, if we consider the manner in which
most of us are chosen into this assembly by every sort of undue inﬂuence, and with very
little or no personal acquaintance with our constituents. But, Sir, a man in these days,
who should profess that he seeks no private advantage by sitting in parliament, would be censured as hypocrite, or laughed at as a fool.62

This was a rather new use of the phrase, equated with public spirit (‘the interests of the
public’) and opposed to the opportunism of the members of the parliament. According
to the speaker, the ‘noble enthusiasm’ of serving the nation, should include an element
of self-sacriﬁce for a greater idea and prevail over the practice of politics for self-enrichment or personal prestige.
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By then the notion of esprit de corps was highly polemical. Many MPs would have
claimed more or less candidly that they were already suﬃciently diverse in social
origins and therefore not biased by esprit de corps. When a reform of the Parliament
inspired by the French Revolution was discussed in 1793 in the House of Commons,
the following argument was registered:
Suppose, that in that House there were only country gentlemen; they would not then be the
representatives of the nation […]. Suppose there were in that House only commercial
persons; they would not be the representatives of the nation, but the representatives of the
commercial interest of the nation. […] However respectable those persons might be, an
esprit de corps would naturally be found in all their proceedings […]. [But] the representatives of the people […] have collectively no esprit de corps, because they are composed of
persons in very diﬀerent professions. They mix themselves with the landed and commercial
interest, and prevent any esprit de corps, by this means, from aﬀecting our proceedings.63

According to this view, which this time equated esprit de corps again with anti-public
spirit, the British parliament did not need to be further reformed, despite the claims of
The State of Representation of England and Wales,64 a survey that demonstrated that
members of the Parliament were elected by a very small portion of the population, property owning men of a certain income who met very exclusive requirements. The ‘representatives of the people’ were wealthy males often chosen among the landed gentry to occupy
the county seats, while rich merchants tended to occupy the borough seats.65
When in the ﬁrst years of the nineteenth century, the Reverend Thomas Robert
Malthus famously claimed that ‘all improvements in government must necessarily originate with persons of some education, and will of course be found among the people of
property,’66 the social critic William Hazlitt riposted ironically:
The people of property and education have no vices of their own, which blind their understandings, no prejudices about royalty, or aristocracy, or church or state, no attachment to
party, […] no connections, no privileges, no interest in the abuses of government, no
pride, none of the esprit de corps, to hinder them from pronouncing sentence on the laws,
institutions, uses, and abuses of society with the same calmness, disinterestedness, and
wisdom, as they would upon cleaning a sewer, or paving a street.67

Disinterestedness was a hypocritical attitude when professed by the ruling class, one that
was all the more necessary in times of revolution and popular unrest. In several European
nations, all along the nineteenth century, the possibility of insurrections seemed stark.
Democratic representation was debated. Dominant classes had to sharpen their arguments
to demonstrate that they were rational and unbiased enough to govern the people, that
they represented a universal spirit.

6. The universal class and the naturalization of esprit de corps
The renewed republican idea inspired by the French Revolution (Ritter, 1982) was that the
rights of a people were to be guarded by a universal class of enlightened and educated
oﬃcials. A sophisticated philosophical justiﬁcation of this discourse was proposed in
1820 by Hegel in relation to a state of mind that he called Standesehre – the honour
and dignity of serving in an oﬃcially recognized profession or estate. The word was translated into English as ‘esprit de corps’:
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A man actualizes himself only in becoming something deﬁnite, i.e. something speciﬁcally
particularized; this means restricting himself exclusively to one of the particular spheres of
need. In this class-system, the ethical frame of mind therefore is rectitude and esprit de
corps, i.e. the disposition to make oneself a member of one of the moments of civil society
by one’s own act, through one’s energy, industry, and skill, to maintain oneself in this position, and to fend for oneself only through this process of mediating oneself with the universal, while in this way gaining recognition both in one’s own eyes and in the eyes of others.68

Hegel’s intellectual attempt to reconcile the universal – in fact the national – and the particular in the synthesis of public service was inspired by a secularized ideal of Christianism,
his well-known historical procession of Spirit. The public and private sector ought to collaborate to the spiritual glory of the state:
In the Philosophy of Right, Hegel does oﬀer a view of rectitude based on a less dichotomous
relationship of public and private. This is particularly evident in his discussion of corporations and the other associations that citizens of large-scale states join to secure their
private interests. Corporate membership breeds corporate spirit, an esprit de corps or Standesehre rooted in genuine subjective sentiment. Individuals care for and assist those in distress, not out of obligation, but from a sense of “benevolent inclination.” Indeed, it is precisely
through benevolence that “rectitude obtains its proper recognition and respect.” It is in the
esprit de corps connected with group association that rectitude acquires “ethical
foundation”.69

The important idea here was that a well-regulated national esprit de corps allowed for a
revival of intermediate esprit de corps, provided that the latter was functionally supervised
by the nation-state.
Hegel’s ‘considerable inﬂuence’70 in Britain in the Victorian era was attuned with the
British concern for ‘standards of oﬃcial and professional conduct’ in the nineteenth
century.71 A ‘benevolent’ moralist notion of universalized esprit de corps seemed compatible with the ideology of civil service, centred around the values of religion and family as
pillars of the nation.
It is often argued that universalism is a typical French political trait: ‘Access to the universal, which at least since the French Revolution has deﬁned France’s singularity, its
‘exception’, stubbornly remains a key phrase in France’s discourse of national self-representation and identity’.72 But universalism’s diﬀerent avatars – family as a core value,
science and technology as central paradigms, standardization, nationalism, global commodiﬁcation, capitalism, etc. –, are occidental modern features rather than merely French. A
well-studied perspective for example is how political universalism was inspired by early
modern science and its idea of natural laws.73 A common point between diﬀerent universalist discourses is that, when allowed to ﬂourish, they tend to become hegemonic
ideologies.74
The nineteenth-century ideology of esprit de corps presented it as a natural, national
and at the same time familial quality. The clearest expression of this essentialist view, in
which apparently particularism and universalism no longer collided, was formulated by
one of the fathers of sociobiology and evolutionary psychology, James Mark Baldwin:
The relationships of the family are […] characterized by natural esprit de corps. The family
esprit de corps has such a ﬁrm root in the breast of the individual that family action is necessary to him as action in his own private interest. The naturalness of such action from family
esprit de corps is seen in the powerful place it has in animal life. […] A similar natural bond,
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which the historians of society trace back to the family, extends to the various natural aggregations into which the social body falls at diﬀerent periods in its development from the family
to the village community, then through the various stages of tribal and patriarchal organization […]. This esprit de corps shows itself also sentimentally in patriotism, race feeling,
colour prejudice, etc. […] National spirit is a form of natural esprit de corps.75

In reductionist fashion, all types of esprit de corps were given one unique origin, a socalled family instinct presented as the elemental social bond par excellence. For
Baldwin, esprit de corps was wired in our cells and nerves and therefore could never be
eradicated:
It is clear that in actions done from natural esprit de corps, the individual is acting simply and
only from impulse. The fact that he does not reason, that he does not hesitate, nor ask even
for ethical or social justiﬁcation – these facts show that he is now in the region of just that
form of compulsion which we called, in the consideration of his impulses, the sanction of
‘necessity’. […] We have seen reasons, in our study, for the coincidence between this form
of social sanction and that of the individual’s impulsive nature. The instincts of natural
aﬀection, of natural esprit de corps, are engrained in the very nervous organization of man.76

I have suggested that the naturalization of esprit de corps started in the eighteenth century,
with Chesterﬁeld or Jardine, but authors such as Baldwin attempted to ground the naturalist approach to esprit de corps on scientiﬁc rather than moral or philosophical authority.
What had been considered by the Philosophes as the second nature of esprit de corps (a
graft) was now presented as ﬁrst nature. Such a sacralization of family instinct and indigenous togetherness was coherent with religious forms of social control and moralistic
ideas of how a good useful citizen was expected to behave.
In a similar spirit, pamphlets on public education published in England between 1840
and 1890 displayed general claims about how children should be trained for the sake of the
state. On national education, for instance, written by an army oﬃcer and ‘member of
diﬀerent scientiﬁc and literary societies at home and abroad’,77 explained:
The general good demands the mutual esteem of all orders of the State, and their frank,
cordial, and brotherly cooperation. […] No happiness or prosperity can be secured but on
the most strictly moral principles, and as no code of morals can surpass that contained in
the gospel, it follows that the spirit of the Christian religion must be the basis of the national
education.78

From natural and patriarchal familial brotherhood to national esprit, via the spirit of Jesus.
British university education and experience also drew on ‘the ethos of Christian manliness’.79 This ethos was not politically egalitarian:
The grand political principle […] to be inculcated in a national education is not the false, or
rather the perverted doctrine, that all men are equal, but, on the contrary, that inequality of
rank is necessary to the stability of the social order; that each class is useful, and consequently,
as such, each is entitled to the respect of every other.80

Esprit de corps had to do with perceived legitimacy and class deference. Other pamphlets
of the Victorian Era presented esprit de corps as a competitive game among the elites in a
class-divided system. Example and rivalry, arguably military virtues of esprit de corps,
were presented as necessary to an excellent and enthusiastic education of ‘men of the
same class, of the same esprit de corps.’81
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In fact, two complementary kinds of esprit de corps consolidated the social divide: on the
one hand, an agonistic and self-aggrandizing esprit de corps for the wealthy and protected,
on the other hand, a self-humiliating school-trained Christian esprit de corps for the middle
or lower classes. ‘Government help is needed’, explained a Peer of Great Britain: ‘Two or
three million a year, so distributed as to form a monopoly of schools and a caste of teachers,
is certain to create, not only a selﬁsh interest, but an unselﬁsh oﬃcial esprit de corps.’82
This idea of a national training, via education, of the middle and poorer classes towards
civil discipline was also known in the United States. An inﬂuential example was given by
psychologist and pragmatist John Dewey in his Introduction to the Principles and Practice
of Education:
Sympathy has its origin in the contagious character of feeling. […] Children are constantly manifesting such sympathy. […] The imitative sympathy is a factor which the
teacher may largely rely upon. […] This feeling possessed by groups of persons may be
disciplined, and then it becomes esprit de corps – as important a help to the teacher as
to the oﬃcer.83

Even when the so-called access to the universal was theoretically allowed to the middle
classes, the military paradigm remained a model for popular esprit de corps, entangled
with religious and familial patriarchal principles. Dewey and McLellan called for the
‘training’ of a ‘reﬂex sympathy’ among the pupils, if necessary through ‘punishment’,
not only to develop children’s knowledge ‘from the Vague to the Deﬁnite, and from the
Particular to the Universal,’ but also to favour the child’s ‘emotional growth’ towards
‘moral feelings’, and a family-like spiritual peace.84 They added:
The school is, both historically and philosophically, the expansion, the continuation of the
family. It is the connecting link between the family and a higher ethical community, the
general social order. Thus the school is, both historically and philosophically, the preparation
for the community and the state.85

One body politic was thought to be easier to govern than disparate associations and communities with speciﬁc logics. National esprit de corps was a desired goal of the state, while
autonomist esprit de corps, what could be called today communitarianism, was its potential enemy.

7. Conclusion: esprit de corps as a desired meta-military value
The military denotation of esprit de corps was never forgotten in English. After the 1790s,
the French Revolution idea that the military and the political could be uniﬁed in the
grander idea of a national esprit de corps became inﬂuential outside of French borders
and language. A military pamphlet written by the Vice-Lieutenant of Perthshire soon
claimed that esprit de corps was a key factor for the success of the British Empire:
The real patriotism and loyalty of the people induced them to join these corps with the
utmost alacrity. Every individual [was convinced] that his own personal importance was
not so great as he might have imagined; and the esprit de corps […] was soon felt.86

Notice the rhetorical inversion: while individual importance was supposedly imaginary,
patriotism was a real feeling. According to the early nationalists, an idealized belonging
to a national culture ought to be the citizen’s uniform and new faith.87
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By the end of the nineteenth century, the political ambivalence of esprit de corps was
almost totally forgotten in English-speaking minds. The pejorative use of the phrase had
tended to fade away, while positive, laudative, naturalized and national denotations were
largely accepted, often in accordance to a certain ‘romanticization’ and universalization of
the idea of family.88 Quite early, the attraction of ‘esprit de corps’ became such that the
English language had to develop alternative terms to describe pejorative and particularist
aspects of esprit de corps. Adam Smith for example spoke of ‘corporation spirit’ in terms
that echoed the French eighteenth-century critique of esprit de corps:
The usual corporation spirit, whenever the law does not restrain it, prevails in all regulated
companies. […] Members […] are likely to make a common cause, to be all very indulgent to
one another, and every man to consent that his neighbour may neglect his duty, provided he
himself is allowed to neglect his own.89

A more recent inﬂuential English word connected to critical views of esprit de corps is
‘groupthink.’ It was proposed by Irving Janis, a social psychologist at Yale University,
who was inspired by ‘the words in the newspeak vocabulary George Orwell used in his
dismaying world of 1984’:90
Groupthink involves non-deliberate suppression of critical thoughts as a result of internalization of the group’s norms. […] The more amiability and esprit de corps there is among the
members of a policy-making group, the greater the danger that independent critical thinking
will be replaced by groupthink, which is likely to result in irrational and dehumanizing
actions directed against outgroups.91

‘Esprit de corps’ continues to thrive today in English in contexts that are increasingly
positive, generic and standard, while, ironically, the pejorative denotation of the phrase
persists in French. In the former spirit, the president of a large insurance company
wrote in 1929:
A happy phrase is sometimes coined, so humanly expressive that barriers of language are
swept aside and like music it becomes a universal sentiment. To the French we are indebted
for such an expression, ‘esprit de corps’, which our English tongue has adopted and naturalized because it visualizes, as no idiom of our own does, the essence of co-operation. […]
In a large organization “esprit de corps” must be the soul that animates the body […] inspiring every one associated in the enterprise to pride in the purpose and value of his work, and to
resolute determination to add his full quota to the total of achievement.92

The rhetorical appeal of the notion of esprit de corps is probably that its military combative roots are softened but not erased by its camaraderie and solidarity aspects. The contemporary dominant global meaning – esprit de corps as a form of positive martialfamilial-entrepreneurial-national cohesion – is somewhat a return to the original
French military meaning, implying an enthusiastic and uncritical collective élan. Esprit
de corps was during the Ancien Régime a sign of distinction and androcentric pride
within the army, differentiating regiments, often triggering intestine quarrels.93 The evolution of esprit de corps might then appear to be a circular revolution in which each citizen
ought to become a potential soldier of the new capitalist global war: ‘Esprit de corps is a
concept powerful enough to make soldiers go into battle knowing their odds of survival are
slim: think how powerful it can be if harnessed in your marketing organization!’94 And
think about what might happen if the nation-state and the capitalist state are just one
and the same!
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